Energy Working Group: Residential Grupo de trabajo de energía: residencial
Instrucciones

Instructions
Double left click to create a sticky note.

Haga doble clic izquierdo para crear una nota adhesiva.

Only place sticky notes in "code concepts added during working group"
column.

Solo coloque notas adhesivas en la columna "conceptos de código
agregados durante el grupo de trabajo".

To pan, left click while dragging mouse.

Para desplazarse, haga clic con el botón izquierdo mientras arrastra el
mouse.

To move a note, left click note while dragging mouse.
Do not delete or modify other sticky notes.

Para mover una nota, haga clic con el botón izquierdo en la nota mientras
arrastra el mouse.

Zoom in and out by scrolling on the mouse

No elimine ni modifique otras notas adhesivas.

How might we work together, City (codes and inspections), development community (all
team members), and broader community, to close the gap between predicted and actual
energy use in building projects?

Acercar y alejar desplazándose con el mouse.

Big Picture Question #1
Looking to achieve the future goals of Denver to build Zero Energy Homes by 2030 and remain a highly desirable place for residence to live:
- How might Denver achieve this goal while supporting a thriving and balanced community ecosystem?

How do you feel the current energy codes
represents the vision you want for Denver?

Place a star where you see the biggest opportunity and impact to “close the gap.”

.

- Where does energy, energy use, energy production, and effects of energy production, distribution and use, factor into this vision?

AffordabilityImplementing Incentives/
Rebates to offset costs
related to new efficiency/
electrification standards

Unnamed

community Solar.
not all homes
can be oriented
to take
advantage of
solar energy.

Need more information
on long term benefits
such as the payback
period. This needs to be
general information
readily available so each
peron/team does not
need to do the
calculations.

Need more
construction
waste programs
for recycle

Promotion of
multi-family vs
SFH for shared
resources and
overall energy
use reduction

Agree with
incentives. Plus
education to
demonstrate
achievable cost to
improve energy
performance

Need information on the
low hanging fruit such
as daylighting or
additional insulation.
The up front cost of
windows is higher but
reduced lighting
demands offsets it in the
long term.

Complexity of
operation is also a
concern. The more
energy efficient
systems tend to require
more complex controls
that may not be easily
operated.

Denver needs to
continue to lead in
regenerative building
to continue to attract,
young, educated,
people wanting to
live here.

Energy
performance
contracting as
incentive

Vendors are
concerned
about providing
unvetted
systems.

Training for
installation
on new tech

<25%
50%
75%

100%

Walk, cycle or take public
transit
Telecommute and
Teleconference
Buying local products
Deconstrcution rather than
demo
Recycle, re-use
Community solar
opportunities
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City model homes /
community
partnered model
homes that are
open to the public

Launch city
pilot to train /
hire (green)
laborers

Launch a
series of
educational
tutorials.

I believe the biggest
issue we face on quality
of thermal envelope is a
non-collaborate, if the
trades are trained and
work together for best
sequence it would
improve
-Cassandra T

Energy needs to
become a part of
the design team
and not just an
after thought check
box to get permit

Consumer eductaion
on electric cooking
and other elements
that change with
electrification

If the construction
does not meet the
design intent, then
all bets are off on
where the EUI will
end up.

EUI Vs ERI
can ERI
work for
Residential

The contractor
installation skills need to
keep up with the
complexity of the
designs being provided
to enable the finished
product to meet the
design intent.

I believe the biggest issue
we face on quality of
thermal envelope is a
non-collaborate, if the
trades are trained and
work together for best
sequence it would
improve

Big Picture Question #2

Big Picture Question #3

Big Picture Question #4

Big Picture Question #5

What do you think immediate risks to Denver’s citizens are, as they relate to energy, energy
supply, and/or associated effects resultant from energy generation?

What are the most impactful measures available today or expected to be available soon, in
Denver or elsewhere, that might mitigate these risks?

Keeping this all in mind, what immediate focus points in the 2021 IECC and 2021 DGC
adoption might best support Denver’s trajectory to successful build, measured outcomes by
2030?

Currently the IECC has several compliance paths. To quantify and attain the 2030 trajectory
goal of zero energy homes the prescriptive compliance path will need to be abandoned and
replaced with one performance projection and outcome based permitting and compliance
process.

Cost of
replacing
existing gasfired equipment
with all electric

All electric put
high demand on
the electrical
system which the
infrastructure may
not be ready for.

People are
scared of
loosing gas
especially for
cooking

Denver
natives
continue to
priced out.

Even without the
power outages similar
to the Texas
catastrophe, places
like Florida have had
blackouts and brown
outs during a
significant cold snap.
Some electrical
HVAC systems
produce higher
CO2 emissions
than gas
presently .

Foodies
definitely
prefer gas for
control of the
heat source.

Having the
infrastructure to meet
the demand. Ex.
electrical vehicle opp.
without infrastructure
to charge.

Cost and space
required to replace
gas equipment with
electric. This would
eventually be required
if the equipment
available is primarily
electric.

Induction
ranges are not
preferred by
foodies.

current energy
production relies on
water usage as well
as fossil fuels. More
energy means less
water for our
community

Affordability Making the dream
of homeownership
unattainable to
Denver Residents

When the
grid goes
down.

Higher electric
bills that lower
income families
cannot afford

Air pollution
from fossil
fuel
generation
sources

Most modern gas
equipment requires
electricity to run, so it
would go out in a
blackout as well. So
this is a bit of a red
herring. Gas cooking is
an exception.

The issue with gas
cooking is that it is seen
as the "premium" option.
It could be effective to
run some outreach
repositioning gas
cooking as the unhealthy,
non-premium option.

Increasing
temperatures equate
to increased A/C
usage and power
demand; need to
improve shading
options

Focus on envelope
since there is only
one shot at the initial
build for highly
efficient compared to
mech systems that
are replaced every
10-20 years

conduction
cooking

Lack of knowledge
and fear about how
energy storage from
renewables can/will
replace fossil fuel
baseload power

Better using
homes for
generation
and storage

IAQ: mechanical vent,
ERVs, indoor nat gas use,
wildfires, COVID...
Designing healthy bldgs
should be a priority. Nat
vent isn't reliable when
we are dealing with AQI
>150 outdoors.

Future-proofing
for
electrification
of all nat gas
use and EVs

Water
efficiency /
reductions

Long term stability
of the electric grid
with continual
increased demand
based on shifting
away from fossil
fuels.

Providing contractor
accountability would go a long
way to ensure that the
construction meets the energy
saving intent. Perhaps a
pressure test at the end of
construction similar to
commercial. That would
incentivize the contractor to get
the construction right since the
owner would not bear the
burden of the costs to correct.

Decentralized
grid of solar
panels on
every roof

<--- Second

Costs related to
Structural
reinforcements for
rooftop panels
could become an
issue.

Performance
based but
stick with
prescriptive
expectations

increase the
building
envelope Rvalues, walls
floors and
ceilings

Do not deviate from HERS
index.
-Jamy B.
Agreed on the HERS
Index. For residential it is
what the industry is built
around.
-Bill R.

Market supports smaller
area per occupant, more
open space, and low
maintenance xeriscapes.
Codes can align with those
trends to support them
further.
-Daniel K

ERV - energy
recovery
ventilation as
a requirement

Need to consider
occupant behavior
when switching to
performance
based verification

Yup. federal
preemption. offer 3 or
more paths beyond
HVAC min federal eff.
such as envelope,
lighting or on-site
renewables.
-Jamy B.

ERI targets
based on square
footage similar
to Boulder

Do you feel the Denver residential development community is ready to eliminate the
prescriptive compliance path in the 2021 code development cycle or should this be held back
until the 2024 cycle?

Outcomes might be a difficult
goal with some much behavior
and occupant variation to
normalize. second homes,
short-term rentals, long-term
rentals.. all will make true
outcome based results tricky.
Is it necessary to even try that
over an entire city?

What support for the community would be of highest value, to make elimination of the
precriptive compliance path viable without duress?

Promote
Passive
House
compliance

Market supports smaller
area per occupant, more
open space, and low
maintenance xeriscapes.
Codes can align with
those trends to support
them further.
-Daniel

You can change the level of
occupant education, ease of
management of energyefficient systems, and you
can heavily advertise DGC
certification to make it
attractive to customers and
more profitable for
developers to pursue.
-Daniel

Xcel to reduce costs
of kW/hr for
residential
customers. All based
on demand. Cost for
power will go up due
to demand.

Related to H2O,
hardscape and
landscape
improvements
(less hardscapes)

Very low interest
rate loans for
energy efficient
modifications, solar
installations,
electric
conversions, etc.

Maintain
section
R402
unmodified

Big Picture Question #6

In Denver our
company sees more
prescriptive blower
door testing than
performance. I think it
would be a challenge.

The prescriptive
path provides a
roadmap of options
to those who may
not be familiar with
the requirements.

Any feedback from the home
builders out there on this question?
Are you installing 92%+ efficient
furnaces now? - Joshua

As a reviewer, I agree that
performance buildings are
coming in with worse envelope
than prescriptive so when
lighting is changed or occupant
behavior isn't as assumed, the
building doesn't perform. We
still get many prescriptive
building and they look pretty
good.
- Daniel

When pursuing
performance, it's
hard not to meet
the perspective
requirements and
still meet
compliance

For us, most of the
projects we do use
REScheck for
compliance. ERI and
cost have both proven
more difficult.
-Joshua

Provide project
examples/
Scenarios for
performance
pathways. ERI,
UA Tradeoff

Wait on
eliminating the
prescriptive path
until 2024

<div>I have not seen an 80% unit
installed for many years. Yes we are
installing 92% plus units.</div>
-Nate

Use the DGC residential Chapter 4 as a
place holder and precursor of the next code
cycle Energy Rating Index requirements. .

R408 Additional Efficiency Options
The IECC uses this section of code to offer options achieve
efficiency beyond the base code. Has set its own level of
required efficiency per code cycle that goes beyond the base
code. Are additional efficiency option needed in the IECC?
Maybe they can be used in the DGC Chapter 4 of a precursor
of requirements that will be adopted in future cycles/adoptions
of the IECC.

Use an Energy Rating Index score as the sole
way to quantify compliance and progress
toward zero energy residential buildings

Codify Residential IECC Policy- Existing Buildings
For example:
1. air barrier details are currently not required for project in
existing buildings.
2. Manual J, S, & D are not required for projects that are
interior renovations.
Conceptually should policy be codified.
Policy should probably be reviewed be for codified

City-Staff Code
Concepts: IECC
Conceptos del
código del personal
de la ciudad: IECC
Electrification of Houses
Should the 2021 IECC be a step towards full electrification of Denver houses
or should it take us all the way to electrification?
Concept: In the 2021 IECC electric ready houses are required, and
electrification occurs in the 2024 IECC. Electrification can be a requirement of
the DGC as a place holder and indication that it will be a requirement for the
2024 as laid out in the Denver ZERO Home Timeline. NBI and SWEEP have
language examples of how this can be added to both the IECC and DGC.

Code Concept Added During Working Group
(Conceptos de código agregados durante el
grupo de trabajo)

Denver Green Code

City-Staff Code
Concepts: DGC
Conceptos del código
del personal de la
ciudad: DGC
Thermostat - NBI Proposal
This proposal would require that thermostats installed in
residential buildings be demand response controls capable of
automatically adjusting the space conditioning setpoint by no
less than 4 degrees in response to a signal from a utility,
electrical system operator or other demand response provider.

City-Staff Code
Concepts: IECC
Conceptos del
código del personal
de la ciudad: IECC
Integration with utility
How to work with Xcel to better integrate homes as a
production source, store produced energy, and uses of the
energy in the home or neighborhood. Is net metering the
best option? What better options are out there and how to
we prepare from a code perspective for these new
technologies?

Code Concept Added During Working Group
(Conceptos de código agregados durante el
grupo de trabajo)

Denver Green Code

Appendix RB Solar Ready Zones and IRC Appendix AT Solar
Ready Zones
Amend to clarify if low-slope roofs are included in scoping for
SRZ's. Currently only roof orientation is given and low-slope is
not listed like it is in commercial provisions, but then there is a
requirement for a capped roof penetration sleeve in low slope
roofs

NBI Electrification Proposal:
This proposal requires that all gas end-uses in gas buildings be provided
with the electrical infrastructure necessary to electrify those loads in the
future. This includes full electric circuits for gas appliances such as ranges,
individual water heaters, dryers, etc.
NBI Electrification Proposal:
This proposal updates the EV language for multifamily buildings in the
2019 Denver code to align it with current best policy practices for EV
infrastructure codes and updates the percentage of EV parking spaces
required.

Powered by Renewable Energy (Impulsado por energías renovables)
City-Staff Code
Concepts: DGC
Conceptos del código
del personal de la
ciudad: DGC
Renewables
The 2030 Goal is for Zero Energy Homes. In
order to reach that goal renewables will have to
be installed on homes. Should compliance be
tied to a requirement that a minimum percentage
of the annual energy consumption come from
renewable energy or that renewable energy be
installed to take a home to zero after efficiency
has been exhausted?
Powered By Renewable Energy
This proposal requires buildings to acquire a
minimum percentage (50% in 2021) of their
annual energy consumption from renewable
energy, from either on-site renewable energy
production or from Denver's Distributed Solar
Support Fund.

R and U-value tables / ERI performance: This is where most of the thermal
envelope efficiency in homes is addressed. The tables have been changed
significantly in the 2021 IECC. Should they be modified more, or should that
happen in the 2024 cycle? Thermal envelope efficiency could also be driven
through the proper use of an ERI score in a performance path. If both used,
these two methods should have parity.

City-Staff Code
Concepts: IECC
Conceptos del
código del personal
de la ciudad: IECC
Appendix RB Solar Ready Zones
We currently adopt this appendix but the
scope of this appendix is for one- and twofamily dwellings and townhouses (RB103.1),
which are actually covered in the IRC and
don't use the IECC (IRC doesn't send you to
IECC). As amended, the IECC residential
provisions are only for R-3 and R-4 3 stories
or less (although they are copied into IRC).
Consider making Appendix RB applicable to
R-3 and R-4 covered by the IECC residential
provisions.

Code Concept Added During Working Group
(Conceptos de código agregados durante el
grupo de trabajo)

Byproduct of efficiency water vapor management:
The IECC refers us to the IRC Section R702.7 for Vapor
Retarders. The relationship between energy efficient
building and vapor management is critical. From a building
science perspective, it is questionable if a vapor retarder is
necessary in climate zone 5. This proposal clarifies how to
build with our a class 1 vapor retarder and clarified what the
minimum space requirement needs to be for vented
cladding in order not to necessitate a class 1 vapor retarder.
Duct Location:
The 2021 IECC created some confusion regarding location
of ductwork. In addition, in a progressive building sciencebased code 100% of the duct work should be located inside
the building envelope or should be installed in such a way
that the duct will perform as if it is inside the building
envelope. Should all ducts be required to be inside,
encourage all ducts to be inside, or lay out requirements to
ensure performance regardless of where the duct is
located.

How do we know that
buildings will continue to
have the ability for increased
efficiency? What if they've
already done all the
insulation possible and the
alterations don't include
altering mechanical systems
or electrical?
-Daniel

Other Concepts (Otros conceptos)
City-Staff Code
Concepts: DGC
(Concepto de código
de personal de la
ciudad: DGC)

City-Staff Code
Concepts: IECC
(Concepto de código
de personal de la
ciudad: IECC)

Code Concept Added During Working Group
(Conceptos de código agregados durante el
grupo de trabajo)

Denver Green Code

Denver Green Code
Compliance based linked with Building Programs
Passive House in DGC or the IECC Or DOE Zero Energy
Ready Homes, LEED for homes etc.
HVAC Filtration Requirements:
Should Denver require a minimum MERV 13 filter. If so there
needs to be guidance provided with regards to duct sizing
and system design to ensure the HVAC system still moves
the need volume of air. Does this start in the DGC and then
move to the IECC

Prescriptive Compliance in the IECC
It appears important to continue to have a prescriptive
compliance option for residential NEW buildings. This can
be done within the current structure of the IECC using the
included REQUIREMENTS, which used to be known as
mandatory items and added amendments and relying on
one of the 4 prescriptive compliance approached Section
R402. This section will probably be viewed as an incentive
to use a performance compliance approach.
IECC would be based on 2021 goals.
DGC would be based on 2024 Goals as a hint to where
things are going and incentive to go there now."
Performance Compliance Approach
- One ERI approach only that requires an ERI score with and
without OPP could be used.
- The 2021 IECC would have a 2021 ERI goals (ERI50/30)
and that the DGC would have 2024 or later ERI goals
(ERI45/20) for example. These scores are not the same as
the current DENVER timeline but it needs to be assessed if
the current timeline is achievable?

Use an Energy Rating Index score
requirement, without and with renewables
as a means to ensure efficient mechanicals
and building thermal envelope and then
right sized renewable systems to take the
home to zero.

ERI vs ERI
Because there are more than one ERI score now it needs
to be decided which score is going to be used to
demonstrate compliance. The ERI score should conform
with the RESNET HERS ERI not the IECC ERI. The code ERI
is not workable and all jurisdictions that are using the ERI
path are using the RESNET HERS ERI. Even the ZERO
Energy appendix uses the HERS ERI

Prescriptive compliance Windows:
If prescriptive compliance is going to continue, we need to
think about how to address the number of windows that are
being designed and installed in new homes. Section R405
Building Performance address this by penalizing a building
with more than 15% window to floor area. This can be
addressed in the R and U-value table with additional better
performance window requirements for homes that have
more than 15% window to floor areas.
Update 2021 Air Leakage section and Table R402.4.1
Blower door compliance needs to be updated to reflect 2019
amendments.
Specific sections of table R402.4.1.1 that need more work and
for which we have recommended language for:
- General, Ceilings, Walls, Floors, Shower/Tub, Electric Boxes,
HVAC Register Boots

There are severe
limitations on what can be
done for improvements in
an existing building. How
to accommodate existing
conditions would need to
be captured in any
requirements.

I have not seen an 80% unit
installed for many years. Yes
we are installing 92% plus
units.
-Nate

Water Heater - NBI Proposal
This proposal requires that all storage tank water heaters
installed in residential buildings be compatible with the ANSI/
CTA-2045 demand response protocol.

EV Ready Spaces existing homes: emove
R
the requirement for EV Ready
Spaces for a new driveway. Consider removing the EV-ready requirement for
carports. Consider exceptions for additions, alterations, and remodels.
eference
R
code language from 2015 IRC. Balance this requirement with our
affordability goals/initiatives.

Chapter 5 Existing homes: The existing home section has language that
requires that the addition or alteration demonstrate that it uses the same or less
energy than the existing building did prior to the addition or alteration.
Should the city quantify what this means and create a stepped approach to
lead to a 2030 goal for existing home upgrades? For example, a home must
benchmark its energy performance before an addition is added. The home
plus the addition must be XX percentage better than the benchmark at
completion.

yes, but an eye
on affordability
is key to
success here.

As previously stated,
improving the
envelope after initial
construction is very
difficult and may
prohibit all
improvements by
being too onerous.

Any feedback from the home
builders out there on this
question? Are you installing
92%+ efficient furnaces now?
-Joshua M

Providers of Demand Flexibility for the Grid (Proveedores de flexibilidad de demanda para la red)

Denver Green Code
Use the DGC residential Chapter 4 as a place holder for
electrification items that will become requirements of the next
cycle of IECC. In this case the 2024 IECC.

2024-2030 Cycles – require residential dwellings to be XXX percentage better than their
starting point?

super-insulated
requirements are
the way to go in
order to reduce the
energy need from
the start!
-Josh P

All-Electric (Todo eléctrico)
City-Staff Code
Concepts: DGC
Conceptos del código
del personal de la
ciudad: DGC

2021 Cycle – Introduce a benchmarking system to ensure that a building after an addition,
alteration, or repair is equal to or better than the building was before.

Would training
installers help
bring down cost of
efficient
mechanical?
-Daniel K

Code Categories

Highly Energy Efficient (Altamente eficiente en energía)
City-Staff Code
City-Staff Code
Code Concept Added During Working Group
Concepts: DGC
Concepts: IECC
(Conceptos de código agregados durante el
Conceptos del código
Conceptos del código grupo de trabajo)
del personal de la
del personal de la
ciudad: DGC
ciudad: IECC

Would you support a trajectory-based plan focused on existing dwellings?

Different compliance for different housing types:
There also may need to be different compliance scores for
detached and attached housing as attached housing does
not have the same roof area for OPP. this will make it more
difficult or impossible to get to Zero.

PUBLIC COMMENT The whole building air tightness
requirements require
further clarifications and revisions.
- language needs to be included that
addresses renovations and/or additions
- the retesting requirements should be
revisited so that passing tests
are required.
-These challenges have begun to be
addressed in other AHJs that adopted air
tightness testing in the past so examples
do exist as a starting point for including
new language.

IECC

Slower Phased in approach?
Currently the 2024, 2027 and 2030 goals are the same as
laid out in the Denver Residential code timeline table. It is
proposed considering a more phased in approach that
could bring builders along rather than taking them to the
end goal in the 2024 code cycle. The 2030 goal would still
be met.
For Single Family detached homes it could look something
like this when using an ERI target without and with OPP.
(2021 - 55/20) (2024 - 50/15) (2027 - 45/10) (2030 - 40/0)

PUBLIC COMMENT
For electric homes,
consider cost for utility
bills, transmission lines,
electrical services and
decrease of coal fired
plants. Consider equity
and affordability for new
homes.

IECC

Codify Residential IECC Policies that are currently used:
incentives like fee exemptions for using an Energy Rater.

IECC

IECC

Section Cleanup or better clarification
Much of the base 2021 IECC revolves around specific
installation requirements for the building thermal envelope.
Some of these requirements have been made better in the
2021 IECC, some have been complicated, and some need
to be flushed out through amendment proposals.
Clean up the air leakage and duct leakage sections
Add to the air barrier and insulation table
Add a filtration requirement
Ensure building cavities can’t be used as pressurized duct
work
Fix Crawl space wall requirements
How to deal with window to floor ratios
Are there others?
Building Cavities as pressurized duct
Requirement tables in R405 & R406 need clean up

IECC

Requirements / Mandatory
The Requirements section of the current IECC with
amendments should be required for this performance path
as well.
- Correctly setting the ERI score requirements eliminates the
need to for any backstops or other confusing additional
requirements like section R408 additional energy credits.
This provides tremendous flexibility with a defined
structure.
Update 2021 Duct Leakage section
Duct leakage compliance needs to be updated to reflect
2019 amendments.
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